MARUTHI SCHOOL OF BANKING
IMPORTANT CURRENT AFFAIRS – XI (June-Nov) 2016
1. Banks are mandated to keep tier 1 capital and Additional Tier 1(AT 1) capital by ______norms? Basel
III norms
2. The port of Antwerp, the diamond city of the world, the hub with abundant opportunities for India is
located in ______? Belgium
3. ______city is known as diamond city of India? Surat
4. ______country has the largest stake in AIIB and ______country has the largest stake in ADB bank?
China, Japan
5. If food inflation is high, What RBI will normally do as a course of action? If core sector inflation is high
what RBI will do? I) RBI will wait. II) RBI will increase the rate
6. The rate below which RBI shouldn’t lend to the customer and that rate should be calculated according to
revised Repo rate is known as ______? MCLR
7. India launched ______yojana in 2005 to abolish socio economic disparities on maternal care ? Janani
Suraksha Yojana
8. ______is the headquarter of World Economic Forum(WEF) which is famous with ‘Devos panel’?
Cologny, Switzerland
9. India and ______signed a deal in information security in the sideline of BRICS summit? Russia
10. ______is the brand ambassador of Patanjali products? Baba Ramdev
11. The third highest peak and India’s highest peak Kanchenjunga is located in ______state? Sikkim
12. Hanuman Tok, a pilgrimage which is run by army men as priests is located in ______, the capital of
Sikkim? Gangtok
13. ______is elected as the first member from India and Asia, in international Olympic Committee Athletes’
commission (IOC Athlete Commission) who has Thomas Bach as the president? (It has an Olympic
agenda 2020)
14. How many cities are selected so far for the smart city project? 60(out of which 27 new including
Varanasi)
15. In ______state is Sutlej- Yamuna interlink? Punjab
16. Donald Trump is the ______th president of the US? 45th
17. In _______year RBI scrapped Rs. 10000 denomination notes and 5,000 notes? 1978
18. Tata Sons Ltd headquarters is formally known as _______? Bombay house
19. In India _______states have been ranked No. 1 in ease of doing business? Andhra Pradesh, Telangana
20. _______toy was not granted the trade mark by The European court of justice as the court said its shape
was not sufficient to grant it? Rubik’s cube
21. TRX 03 in Japan was in news. It is a _______? Eight meter tall Dinosaur robot
22. _______, a Chinese official became the president of Interpol, Global police cooperation agency?
Meng Hongwei
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23. ______navy vessel, with an all women crew was flagged off from Panaji to Cape Town recently?
INSV Mhadei.
24. _______is the Chairman of special Investigation Team on black money? Justice MB shah
25. The new 2000 note will have a motif of the _______mission on the reverse side? Mangalyan
26. _______is the color of new 500 notes? Stone grey
27. _______is the color of new 2000 notes? Magenta
28. The new notes have the sign of _______? Urijit Patel
29. The new 500 note has _______on one side and Mahatma Gandhi on another? Red fort
30. e-NAM- National Market place is to ensure farmers get the _______?right price for produce
31. _______is the lowest denomination in legal tender, that is in circulation at the moment? 1 rupee
32. The people who couldn’t deposit old 500 and 100o notes in banks or post offices can deposit it in
certified offices of RBI till _______? March 31 2017
33. Alipore zoological garden is located in _______? Kolkata
34. New 2000, 500 denomination numerals are in _______format? Devanagari
35. In _______state is Nandan Van Jungle Safari? Chhattisgarh
36. In _______state was the controversial encounter between the police and the SIMI men which led to the
death of 8 men taken place? Madhya Pradesh(Bopal)
37. In _______state is Bhitarkanika Park which is proposed to be world heritage site is located? Odisha
38. _______is the first Indian American to be elected to the US senate? Kamala Harris
39. _______country has withdrawn India’s HAL’s ‘dhruv’ deal after helicopters crashed recently? Ecuador
40. Central Government banned _______TV Channel from airing for a day after it telecast crucial
information about pathankot air base?NDTV India Hindi
41. The political alliance Mahagatbandhan is in _______state? Bihar
42. CoP 22 has taken place in Marakach, Morocco. What is CoP? _______? Conference of Parties
43. Prashant Kishore is seen in news. He is a _______? Poll strategist
44. _______is the president of Indian National Congress? Sonia Gandhi
45. NTT Docomo, the partner with Tata is from _______country? Japan
46. National food Security Act was implemented in _______year? 2013
47. _______state has declared its all states as drought affected recently? Kerala
48. _______, the grandson of Gandhiji, who became famous as the boy who walked ahead of Gandhiji
holding one end of his stick in Dandi Salt Satyagraha passed away recently? Kanu Ramdas Gandhi
49. India recently handed over 57 names of fugitives to be deported from a country to the PM of
_______country? England
50. DBT- Direct Benefit Transfer is well known to all. Central government has decided to launch DBTK
recently. K stands for _______? Kerosene
ALL THE BEST
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